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Embeddings for individual entities
cities and countries

Can embeddings 
represent 

individual events?

Gupta et al. 2015, “Distributional vectors encode referential attributes”, EMNLP



Embeddings for individual entities
Proper names

Can embeddings 
represent 

individual events?

Bruera & Herbelot 2020, “Novel Aficionados & Doppelgängers”, GeCKo Symposium

● Track proper name representations through novels

● Re-weight kind representations (“gentleman”) to get 
representations for individuals (“Mr Darcy”) 

Herbelot 2015, “Mr Darcy and Mr Toad, gentlemen”, ICCS



Embeddings for individual entities
Other work

Can embeddings 
represent 

individual events?

● Use centroid of individual embeddings as representation of 
kind
○ e.g. “scientist” = mean(“Einstein”, “Curie”, …)
○ outperforms kind embeddings on relatedness judgements, 

even with few instances

Westera et al. 2020, “Representing a concept by the distribution of names of its 
instances”, CLIN



What about events?
Can embeddings 

represent 
individual events?



Collecting data
Can embeddings 

represent 
individual events?



Prediction experiments
Can embeddings 
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individual events?



Dimension analysis
Can embeddings 

represent 
individual events?



Dimension analysis
Can embeddings 

represent 
individual events?
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Reference-driven FrameNet annotation

KILLING: a KILLER or CAUSE causes the death of a VICTIM

Frames

Semantic roles
(“frame elements”)

KILLING@KILLER, KILLING@CAUSE, 
KILLING@VICTIM, KILLING@INSTRUMENT, 

KILLING@MEANS, KILLING@TIME, ... 

cf. COMMERCE_BUY@BUYER, 
OPERATE_VEHICLE@DRIVER, ... 

Word senses
(“lexical units”)

KILLING.kill.v, KILLING.murder.n, 
KILLING.lethal.a, ....

cf. CHANGE_OPERATIONAL_STATE.kill.v 
(“kill the engine”), 
CAUSE_EMOTION.kill.v

(“he’s so good, it just kills me”) 

[KILLER Blackbeard] seemed ready to 🗎murder [VICTIM us] 
[EXPLANATION for a wallet with a few fivers in it] 

CORPUS

Study ‘framing’ of 
real-world events 

across texts?



“John heard someone fire a gun. Soon 
after, he was on the ground, killed

 by his own wife.”

“An elderly lady from London killed 
her husband. She was arrested and 

charged with murder.”

Texts from different 
sources (                     )

Texts from different 
sources (                     )

Reference-driven FrameNet annotation

Event type: murder
Perpetrator: Jane Doe

Victim: John Doe
Weapon: gun 

Structured, referential 
event data

Firearm

Agent

Perpetrator

KILLING

Killer
Victim

Means

OFFENSES

Offense

KILLING

USE_FIREARM

Use FrameNet 
annotations to mark 

different 
conceptualizations/

perspectives

Remijnse & Minnema 2020, “Towards Reference-Aware FrameNet annotation”, IFNW

Study ‘framing’ of 
real-world events 

across texts?



Inferred frames

Q: Is any KILLING instance mentioned?
explicit: “Anis Amri was killed by the police”

implicit: “Anis Amri killed 12 people with a truck”

Remijnse & Minnema 2020, “Towards Reference-Aware FrameNet annotation”, IFNW

Study ‘framing’ of 
real-world events 

across texts?



Inferred frames

Remijnse & Minnema 2020, “Towards Reference-Aware FrameNet annotation”, IFNW

Study ‘framing’ of 
real-world events 

across texts?

‘Inferred Frames’ layer
loose, extra annotation layer for frames that are not ‘evoked’ but: 

● can be inferred from the text in different ways
● are a-priori relevant given referential event knowledge

on top of standard FrameNet annotation, which is:
● purely lexical
● encodes generic event knowledge



Bringing it all together?
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● Distributional semantics:  word meaning = set of co-occurrence contexts
⟦cat⟧ = { “__ is on the mat”, “__ chased a mouse”, “the dog chased the __”, ... } 
⟦Battle of Waterloo⟧ = { “Napoleon lost the __”, “__ happened in Belgium”, … } 

● Case grammar: predicate = set of semantic role contexts
Fillmore (1968): “verbs are selected according to the case environments the sentence provides”
⟦open⟧ = {“OBJECT __”, “AGENT __ OBJECT”, “AGENT __ OBJECT INSTRUMENT”}
⇒ {“The door opened”, “John opened the door”, “John opened the door with a key”} 

● FrameNet: {set of predicates} ⇒ {set of semantic roles}
⟦KILLING⟧ = {kill.v, murder.n, deadly.a} ⇒ {Killer, Victim, Weapon, ...}

Frames and distributional semantics



Idea:

FrameNet frame
≈ set of contexts of 
predicates

Frame embedding
≈ centroid of 
predicate 
embeddings (GloVe)

Frame embeddings



Some ideas for extensions

emb(event) emb(frame)

● Frame pre-selection for specific events

regression

“Berlin truck attack” 
⇒ 

{Operate_vehicle, Killing, 
Weapon, Death, … }

● “Inferred frames” sequence labeling

emb(event) emb(frame) BERT(tok)

concatenate

classification

1

0

“Berlin truck attack” + Killing 
⇒ 

A truck was driven into the 
market, leaving 12 people dead
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